LEADERSHIP
COACHING

EQUIPPING LEADERS
TO MAXIMIZE
POTENTIAL AND
GROW THE SOUL OF
THEIR LEADERSHIP
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WHAT IS LEADERSHIP
COACHING?
Leadership coaching is an ICF certified process that partners with
established and emerging leaders. Using a thought-provoking and creative
approach, leaders are equipped to maximize personal and professional
potential. Sessions are offered digitally, one-on-one, over the course of an
hour, and are confidential.

FORWARD MOTION
Supports leaders to think strategically of what is coming, who they want to be, and
how they can level up their growth. We ask questions like, "If there was no obstacles,
what would you do?", and "What is your contribution as a leader to others?"

DIVING DEEP
Fostering space to move out of isolation into learning and self reflection, getting real
about issues leaders often can't talk to others about. We bring this into real life using
assessments, development exercises, and personal challenges to create a powerful
and tangible growth experience

GETTING HONEST
Providing leaders confidential and safe space to work through challenges, counter
isolation, grow their personal character, and determine solutions for complex
challenges
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COACHING SERVICES

SESSIONS

ACTIVITIES

GROUP

Offered anywhere in Canada,
sessions are one hour in
length offered in packages of
5 sessions, and conducted
through a confidential online
platform.

We identify and introduce
relevant exercises,
assessments, frameworks, and
rise to the occasion
challenges you can practice
in real time to grow your
leadership capacity

Custom packages for
organizations, inclusive of one
on one and group coaching;

Personal Exploration
We explore where you are
and where you want to grow,
including;

-promotional processes
-emotional intelligence
- leadership presence
-countering isolation
- levelling up diverse skills
- balancing expectations
- leadership boundaries
-navigating personal crises
and crossroads

Leadership Concepts &
Modalities We Introduce

Servant Leadership
Appreciative Failure
The Dark Side of Leadership
Personal Power-ship
Stewarding Authority
Radical Candor
Building Grit
Discovering Personal Values
Capitalizing on Gifts &
Abilities

Individual Sessions
Provide individual sessions to
a group of team members in
the same season, creating a
journey together experience
Group Development
Learning Labs
We bring together your team
to discuss the process,
identify themes, create
intersectional connections,
and unify your leadership
strategies as a team
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS
ARE SAYING
"I needed a safe space to talk
about gender based conflict in
the workplace. Coaching is

"My role increased in scope so
much over the past few years, it
created a new level of isolation.
Safe space in coaching to talk

equipping me to build my

through the noise and find myself

personal power, advance
gender equity, and establish a
leadership presence I am proud

again set me up for my next
career move, which involved a
major promotion."

of. Each conversation is a
game changer."

Current Coaching Client

Current Coaching Client

"It's common in my field to have a strong professional life, but your
personal life is a disaster. Broken marriages, alcoholism, adultery, and
much more seemed like the only way to let off steam. Coaching helped
me dive back into the soul of my leadership, build appropriate supports
so I don't become another statistic, and help me set some nonnegotiable ethics I can be proud of."

Past Coaching Client
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